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I. INTRODUCTION 
A (u, k, A) cyclic difference set is a set D = (d,, d?,..., dk} of k distinct 
residues (mod V) such that for each y & 0 (mod Y), the congruence 
di-dj~y (mod U) 
has exactly 1 distinct solution pairs (di, dj), di, dj E D. 
Let u =mn and N= (O,m, 2m ,..., (n- l)m}. In 1963 Butson ]2] 
generalized cyclic difference sets by considering difference sets relative to the 
subgroup N. An (m, n, k, A) relative difference set is a set D = (d, , d,,.... dk} 
of k distinct residues (mod v) such that 
(i) for each y @ N the congruence 
di - d,i z y (mod v) 
has exactly k distinct solution pairs (di, d,), di, dj E D, and 
(ii) for each y E N, y f 0 (mod v) the congruence 
di-dj-y (mod V) 
has no solution pairs (di, dj), di, dj E D. 
This paper generalizes relative difference sets by considering difference 
sets relative to more than one subset. For example, if v = mn, N = 
(0, m, 2m ,..., (n - 1) m), and M= {0, n, 2n,..., (m - 1) n}, then difference sets 
are considered relative to both M and N. Even more complicated relative 
difference sets are considered, and the subsets relative to which the difference 
sets are considered will not necessarily all be subgroups. 
In addition to defining generalized relative difference sets, partially 
balanced incomplete block designs are also discussed, and it is shown that 
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the existence of a generalized relative difference set implies the existence of a 
partially balanced incomplete block design with a certain number of 
associate classes. Finally, in Section 4 a number of examples are presented. 
2. GENERALIZED RELATIVE DIFFERENCE SETS 
Let v,, vZ ,..., v,, n > 2, be distinct integers > 1 such that (vi, vi) = 1, for 
all i # j, and let v = ny==, vi. There are exactly 2” - 2 factors of v, not 
equal to 1 or v, and of the form ni=, vh,, where vh,E (vl, vZ ,..., v,}, for t = 
1, 2,..., r. Let a be any bijection between the above factors of v and the set of 
integers (2, 3,..., 2” - 1 }. For each factor nF=, v,,r define 
= (x E Z,. : vh, 1 x, for t = 1, 2 ,..., I and 
vj)x, for vj g {Vh,,**-9 Vh,}} 
and define 
C = {x E Z,, : vj)x for j= 1, 2 ,..., n}. 
EXAMPLE. Let v, = 2, v2 = 3, vj = 5. Then v = 30 and there are 6 factors 
(2,3,, 5,6, 10, 15) of the required form. Hence, 
(i) C(2)= 12, 4, 8, 14, 16, 22, 26, 28) 
(ii) C(3)= (3, 9, 21, 27) 
(iii) C(5) = 15, 25) 
(iv) C(6)= (6, 12, 18, 24) 
(v) C(10) = { 10, 20) 
(vi) C(15)= {15) 
(vii) C= { 1, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29) 
and e.g., a(2) = 2, a(3) = 3, a(5) = 4, a(6) = 5, a( 10) = 6, and a( 15) = 7 is 
a typical bijection. 
A (v,, vz,..., v,; k; A,, Az...., A,,-, ) generalized relative d@erence set, 
where v = ny=, vi, is a set 3 = (d,, d, ,..., dk} of distinct residues (mod v) 
such that 
(i) for each y E C there exist A, distinct solution pairs (di, dj), 
di, di E D to the congruence 
di-djz y (modv) 
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and 
(ii) for each y E C(nF=i u,J there exist A,,, distinct solution pairs 
(di, dj), di, dj E D to the congruence 
di - dj E y (mod v), 
where nF=, uh, is an arbitrary factor of u and m = a(ni=, uh,). ’ 
No properties of generalized relative difference sets are developed in this 
paper. Instead, their relationship to partially balanced incomplete block 
designs is investigated. It is shown in the next section that the existence of a 
generalized relative difference set with parameters (v,, v~,..., u,,; k; 
1, , A, ‘..., A,“-, ) implies the existence of a partially balanced incomplete 
block design with 2” - 1 associate classes. The existence of generalized 
relative difference sets is established in Section 4. 
3. PARTIALLY BALANCED DESIGNS 
Let P be a finite set and let 1 PI = v. A partition of the 2-subsets of P is a 
collection A = {Ai,A*,..., A, 1 of nonempty sets of unordered pairs of 
different elements from P such that for x, y E P there is precisely one Ai with 
{x, ~1 EA,. 
A partition A = (A,, A?,..., A,,} of the finite set P is called an association 
scheme on P if given {x, y} E A,, the number of z E P such that {x, z} E A, 
and {z, y} E Aj depends only on h, i,j E { 1,2 ,..., n} and not on {x, y} E A,. 
Remark. Throughout this section this number is denoted by pf,/ and the 
sets A, , A, ,..., A,, are called associate classes. If {x, y} E Ai, then x and y are 
called ith associates. It is well known [ 1 ] that if x E P, then the number of 
ith associates of x depends only on i and not on x E P. This number is 
denoted by ni, for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
A (u, b,, k, r) tactical configuration is a collection P of v elements 
arranged into b blocks or sets such that each block contains k distinct 
elements and each element is contained in r distinct blocks. 
A partially balanced incomplete block design (partial design or PBIBD), 
with n associate classes, is a tactical configuration P, together with an 
association scheme on P, such that given {x, y} E Ai, the number of blocks 
I The referee suggested the following generalization: Define, for each divisor d 1 21, the set 
E(d) = (x 1 (x. ZJ) = d} and for each y E E(d), let 1, be the number of distinct solution pairs 
(di. d,), di, d, E D to the congruence di - dj = y (mod u). In this case the sets (C (n: , L.~,)) 
would be unions of certain of the sets (E(d)) with all Ad in a union required to be equal. This 
more general relative difference set is not needed for the results obtained in this paper. so it 
will not be considered herein. 
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of P containing {x, JJ} depends only on i E { 1,2,..., n} and not on the pair 
{x, VI EA,. 
Remark. For a given i, the number of blocks containing any pair 
{x, y} E Ai is denoted by iii. 
Remark. A partial design is said to be symmetric if u = b and r = k. All 
designs considered in this paper are symmetric. 
Let vl, vz ,..., v,, n > 2 be distinct positive integers such that (vi, v,~) = 1, 
i, j = l,..., n and let v = n;=r ui. Define the sets 
A, = {{x,yJ l;,,y~Z,,, x-y-y (mod u) for some rEC\ 
and for each factor fl:=, uh, define 
A,= {x,y}Ix,yEZ,,x--yry(modv)forsomeyEC huh, 
1 f )I 
, 
1=I 
where m = a(nF= 1 II,,). 
Consider three such sets A,,A,, and Aj, where h = a(nF:r oh,), i= 
a(ni=, ui,), and j=a(nT=r uj,). Let Z?= (h ,,..., h,}, I= (i ,,..., i,\, and .?= 
{jr ,..., j,,}. The following proposition was proved in [ 31 and shows that the 
sets A I ,..., A *“-, form an association scheme on the set Z,,. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The sets A,, A, ,..., A,,-, define an association scheme 
on the set Z,, with parameters 
- - 
(i) P~,~=O, ifl?nf&J, Hn.f$E orffIJ&fi 
=~k(~k-l)~z(v,-2)forkE~-(~U~),Z~~U~U~ 
(ii) pf,j=O, ifinJ#0 
=nk(u,-22)fork4.1UJ,lnJ=0 
(iii) P~,~=O, ifi?nJ#0 
=nk(uk- l)n,(U,-2)for kEH, zgl?Uj, i?nj=0 
(iv) pfSl = nk (uk - 1) nl (u, - 2)for k E H, z 6? fi 
(v) p:.j=nk (u, - 2),for k @J 
(vi> P;.~ = FIk”=, (uk - 2) 
(vii) nl = nt= 1( uk - l> 
(viii) n, = nE=, (vk- l),fork & {h, ,..., h,}, where m = a(n:=, uh,) 
and pi = p$. . 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let D = (d,, dz,..., dk} be a generalized relative 
dtflerence set with parameters (u, ,..., u,; k; I, ,..., A,,- ,). Then there exists a 
partially balanced incomplete block design with 2” - 1 associate classes. The 
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partial design has parameters v = n?=, vi. k, A, ,..., A,.-, and P:,,~, n,, for 
i, j, h = 1, 2,.. ., 2” - 1, as in Proposition 3.1. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 the sets A r ,..., A,,- 1 form an association 
scheme on the set Z,,. It is easy to see by simple congruence arguments that 
the sets 
D-i= {d-ildE D) (mod u) 
for i = 0, I,..., u - 1, form the blocks of a tactical configuration with 
parameters (u, u, k, k), and that two residues i and j appear in A blocks, if 
and only if the congruence 
d,-d,=i-j (mod u) 
has exactly A solution pairs (d,, d,), d,, d, E D. 
Let (x, JJ} E A,. Then x - y = y (mod v) for some y E C. Since A forms a 
generalized relative difference set, there exist 1, distinct pairs (d,, d,), 
d,, d, E D such that the congruence d, - d, =x - y (mod V) holds. Hence, 
the pair {x, y) appears in 1, distinct blocks. 
Let {x, v} EA,, where m = a(n;=, vh,). Then the congruence x - y z y 
(mod v) holds for some y E C(ni=r u,$. Since A forms a generalized 
relative difference set, there exist A, distinct pairs (d,, d,), d,, d, E D such 
that the congruence d, - d, E x - y (mod v) holds. Hence, the pair (x, JJ} 
appears in exactly A,,, distinct blocks. This proves the proposition. 
4. EXAMPLES 
The verifications of all the following examples are straightforward, and are 
not included in this paper. They may, however, be found in [ 3 J. Of course, 
for each example of a generalized relative difference set given, there exists an 
associated partially balanced design. In the sequel grds will mean generalized 
relative difference set. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let v,,v~,..., v, (n > 2) be distinct integers > 1 such that 
(zji, vj) = 1, for i, j = 1,2 ,..., n. Let v = nyE1 vi and 
D = C = (x E Z, : vj / x, for j = 1, 2 ,..., n}. 
Then D forms a grds with parameters (vi, v~,..., v,; nr=, (vi - 1); 
IlJ;: (v;*- 21, {A}), where kc = n, (v,, - 1) rIz (v, - 21, w E {j,, 4 ,.-, i,L 
. . 
19 ,..., i,}, and c = a(JJ:=, u,,). (Here c ranges from 2 to 2 - 1.) 
Example 4.2. Let ui = 4ti - 1, i = 1, 2 ,..., n (n > 2) be distinct primes. 
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Let D be the set of all quadratic residues mod V, where u = nj’= 1 Ui. Then D 
forms a grds with parameters (u, ,..., vn; nl=, (ui + 1)/2; nl=, (vi + 1)/4, 
(A,}), where 1, = n, ((u,,, + 1)/2) n, ((u, + 1)/4), w  E {i, ,..., i,}, z ~5 
ii 1 ,..., i,}, and c = cz(n;= 1 ui,) (c = 2, 3 ,..., 2” - 1). 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let ui = 4tf + 9, ti odd, i = 1,2 ,..., n, n > 2, be distinct 
primes. Let D be the set of all biquadratic residues mod u. Then D forms a 
grds with parameters (v,, v2 ,..., 0,; ny=, ((vi + 3)/4); n;=, (vi + 3)/16, 
(A,)), where A, = n, ((v,,, + 3)/4) nZ ((0, + 3)/16), w  E {i, ,..., i,}, z @ 
(i,..., i,}, and c = cz(ni= 1 vi,) (c = 2, 3 ,..., 2” - 1). 
EXAMPLE 4.4. Let vi = SC: + 49 = 64bf + 441, ci odd and bi even, and 
i = 1, 2,..., n, n > 2, be distinct primes. Let D be the set of all octic residues 
mod u. Then D forms a grds with parameters (u,, vz,..., u,,; n;=, (vi - 1)/6; 
pi’= 1. (vi + W4 I&l), w h ere 1, = n, ((u, - 1)/6) nZ ((v, + T/64), w E 
I ,..., zS}, z & {i ,..., i,}, and c = a(ni=, yi,) (c = 2, 3 ,..., 2” - 1). 
The next series of examples are patterned after the difference sets of 
Whiteman [4]. In all cases a(p) = 2 and a(q) = 3. 
EXAMPLE 4.5. Let p and q be primes such that (p - 1, q - 1) = 2 and 
pq s 3 (mod 4). Define 
D = { 1, h, h2 ,..., hd-’ }, 
where h is any common primitive root of p and q, and d = (p - l)(q - 1)/2. 
Then D forms a grds with parameters (p, q; (p - l)(q- 1)/2; ((p- 1) 
(q - 1) + 1]/4, (p - l)(q - 3)/4, (p - 3)(q - 1)/4). It should be mentioned 
that the associated partial design has exactly 3 associate classes. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Let p, q, and h be as in Example 4.5. Deline 
D = (0, 1, h. h2 ,..., hd-’ ]. 
Then D forms a grds with parameters (p, q; [(p - l)(q - 1) + 2]/2; [(p - 2) 
(4 - 2) + 51/49 (P - l)(q - 3)/4, (P - 3)(q - 1)/4). 
EXAMPLE 4.7. Let p, q, and h be as in Example 4.5. Define 
D= (l,h,h* ,..., hd-‘, 0, q, G,..., (P - 1) q}. 
Then D forms a grds with parameters (p, q; [(p - l)(q + 1) + 2]/2; [(p - 2) 
(9 + 2) + 51/4, (P - l)(q + 1)/4, ((P - 3)(q + 3) + 12]/4). 
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EXAMPLE 4.8. Let p, q, and h be as in Example 4.5. Define 
D = { 1, h, h2 ,..., hdP’, q, 2q,..., (p - 1) q}. 
Then D forms a grds with parameters (p, q; (p - l)(q + 1)/2; [(p - 2) 
(9 + 2) + 1 l/4, (P - l)(q + I)/49 [(P - 3)(q + 3) + 41/4). 
EXAMPLE 4.9. Let p and q be primes such that (p - 1, q - 1) = 2 and 
suppose q = 3 (mod 4). Let h E Z,, such that h is a primitive root of p and 
the powers of h generate the quadratic residues of q. The existence of such an 
h is assured by the Chinese remainder theorem. Define 
D = ( 1, h, h2 ,..., hdP’ }, 
where d= (p- l)(q- 1)/2 is the order of h mod pq. Then D forms a grds 
with parameters (p, q; (p - l)(q - 1)/2; (p - 2)(q - 3)/4. (p - l)(q - 3)/4, 
(P - 2)(q - 1)/2). 
EXAMPLE 4.10. Let p, q, and h be as in Example 4.9. Define 
D = (0, 1. h, h’,..., hd-‘}. 
Then D forms a grds with parameters (p, q; [(p - l)(q - 1) + 2]/2; [(p - 2) 
(9 - 3) + 41/4, (P - l)(q - 3)/4, (P - 2)(q - lY2). 
EXAMPLE 4.11. Let p, q, and h be as in Example 4.9. Define 
D = ( 1, h, h2 ,..., hd-‘, 0, q, 2q ,..., (p - 1) q). 
Then D forms a grds with parameters (p, q; [(p - l)(q - 1) + 21; [(p - 2) 
(9 + 1) + 41/4, (P - l)(q + 1)/4, l(P - 2)(q + 1) + 41Ph 
EXAMPLE 4.12. Let p, q, and h be as in Example 4.9. Define 
D = (1, h. h’,..., hd-‘, 0, p ,... . (q - 1) p). 
Then D forms a grds with parameters (p, q; [(p + l)(q - 1) + 2]/2: [(p + 2) 
(q-3)+81/4, [(p+3)(q--3)+ 121/4,p(q- 1)/2). 
EXAMPLE 4.13. Let p and q be primes such that (p - 1, q - 1) = 2, 
p = 3 (mod 4), and q E 3 (mod 4). Let h E Zp4 such that the powers of h 
mod p generate the quadratic residues of p and the powers of h mod q 
generate the quadratic residues of q. Define 
D = ( 1, h ,..., hd- ’ }, 
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where d = (p - l)(q - 1)/4 is the order of h mod pq. Then D forms a grds 
with parameters (p, q; (p - l)(q - 1)/4; (p - 3)(q - 3)/16, (p - 1) 
(4 - 3)/8, (P - 3)(q - 1)/8). 
EXAMPLE 4.14. Let p, q, and h be as in Example 4.13. Define 
D = (1, h ,..., hd-‘, 0, p ,..., (q - 1)~). 
Then D forms a grds with parameters (p, q; [(p + 3)(q - 1) + 4)/4; [(p + 5) 
(4 - 3) + 161/16, [(P + 7)(q - 3) + 24]/8, (p + l)(q - 1)/8). 
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